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To begin with, I ask a question which many papers are trying to 
answer in this volume: Do different interpretations of the same events 
imply a different reality? And from the perspective of history: do 
controversial interpretations suggest a con icting reality in the past? 
The question arises from the differences in the framing of the Slovak 
and Hungarian history, especially their common experience in the 
Habsburg Monarchy and the Kingdom of Hungary. 
 Reading any literature about the history of territories populated 
by Hungarians and Slovaks, you can see differing national narratives: 
on the one hand, the story of the Hungarians and on the other, 
a different history narrative of the Slovaks. Even though these 
narratives have the same structure and they are connected by centuries 
of shared history in a common state, each one emphasizes different 

Chapter 3

1

1 Research for this contribution was done in Institute of History, Slovak 
Academy of Sciences, within the Projects  APVV -0119-11 Slovensko v 19. 
storo  (Slovakia in 19th Century) and Centrum excelentnosti Historick ho 
ústavu SAV Slovensk  dejiny v dejinách Európy (CE SDDE – Slovak history in 
history of Europe).
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moments. Some are highlighted and even exaggerated while others 
are overlooked. Frequently the same events are often evaluated 
oppositely. From this stems a different terminology and partly also 
chronology of the commone history. But, both the form and the aim 
of the narrative are the same: it is a series of political events which 
are considered as key in the development of one’s own nation and a 
national state. 
 In my paper, I want to briefly outline basic differences in the 
interpretation of Slovak and Hungarian history of the 19th and 20th 
centuries. I will point out some controversial cases from the Slovak-
Hungarian historiography. 

Competing national narratives

Different portrayals of the past come from the character and the 
purpose of the formation of history writings, which are created 
as narratives of a nation’s past from the standpoint of modern 
nationalism. This holds not only for Slovaks and Hungarians, but 
also for nations inside and outside Europe. Like other nations in 
Europe, Hungarian and Slovak history narratives were created in the 
nation-building period from the standpoint of modern nationalism. 
They were rival stories since the beginning, and they developed in 
confrontation and opposition. Within the framework of the Habsburg 
monarchy, both Hungarian and Slovak history narratives confronted 
each other; but at the same time, they challenged nationalist narratives 
of other nations in the Habsburg Monarchy – German, Czech, Polish, 
Croatian, Romanian etc. 
 Political turmoil in the 20th century caused the controversial 
national interpretations to strengthen further. The dissolution of 
the Habsburg Monarchy in 1918 was a significant change in the 
domination of particular ethnic groups. The former non-dominant 
nations became dominant in the new states. But, it was not the case of 
ethnic Magyars in Czechoslovakia and Romania, where they became 
a national minority. Borders of its new states (national states) were 
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impossible to determine on the basis of ethnic borders. For this reason, 
certain former dominant ethnic groups became national minorities.
 The national character of new states – Czechoslovakia and 
Hungary was decisive for further interpretations of Slovak and 
Hungarian history. Even though the civic principle was established in 
the law, interpretations of the past were still decided by the national 
principle. Both Slovaks and Hungarians included the dissolution 
of the monarchy in 1918 in their history narratives, but with an 
opposite results. For the Slovaks and Czechs, it is a story with a 
positive, victorious end: after a period of national oppression in the 
monarchy came so-called national rescue in conditions of democratic 
Czechoslovakia. On the contrary, Hungarians consider the end of the 
Habsburg Monarchy as a defeat – the break-up of the Kingdom of 
Hungary resulted in the Trianon trauma. 

After the dissolution of the Habsburg monarchy

After the First World War, old myths were repeated or new ones were 
produced in order to consolidate the identity and integrity of the new 
national states. These purposely used the argumentation from the 
19th century. The most pronounced of the simplified interpretations 
was the myth of a thousand-year long oppression of Slovaks in the 
Kingdom of Hungary, which was successfully put across by Slovak 
and Czechoslovak historiography (both amateur and professional). On 
the Hungarian side, it was a deformed interpretation of the causes of 
the dissolution of the Habsburg Monarchy and of the politics towards 
minority nations in the Kingdom of Hungary. These were spread by 
popular and scholarly writings in Hungary. On both sides, ideological 
national constructs and propaganda were purposely targeted 
abroad. The Hungarian irredentist propaganda demanded border 
revision of the new states and interpreted their creation as a violent 
separation from the fundamental Hungarian territory. According to 
the propaganda, new states and their borders were not formed by its 
citizens and by domestic politicians, but rather were an unjust dictate 
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of the Great Powers after The First World War.
 According to these controversial interpretations, other history 
events and dates are accentuated. For Slovaks, the creation of 
Czechoslovakia in October of 1918 is marked as the most signi cant 
milestone. For Hungarians, it is June 1920, the final border 
establishment by the Treaty of Trianon. What is common is a small 
accent on the date of the end of The First World War in November 
1918; and little interest in the social consequences of the war regime 
on the population’s loyalty. In my opinion, the weakening loyalty is 
the true reason why the population demanded and accepted a change 
of political regime in the form of the establishment of new states. The 
loyalty to the Habsburg monarchy changed during the war not only 
within the so-called small or non-dominant nations, such as Slovaks 
and Czechs, but in the lower classes in general, regardless of their 
ethnic identity. And, what is important, the loyalty to the war regime 
was weak also among the middle class including civil servants, which 
are traditionally considered the main supporters of the state.  Slovak 
historiography has examined this problem only in the last decade2, 

2 Focus on changes in loyalty to the war regime during the First World War 
in Slovakia and the Kingdom of Hungary were made by Slovak historian Elena 
Mannová, Gabriela Dudeková and László V r s, in connection to social-
economic crisis Roman Holec and to political oppositon Dušan Ková . See 
the synthethis on WWI and Slovakia: KOVÁ , Dušan a kol. 

. Ed. Slovensko v 20. storo , druh  zv zok. Bratislava : 
VEDA, 2008 and for example: MANNOVÁ, Elena. Koncept lojality. Postoj 
k autoritám na Slovensku po as prvej svetovej vojny. In , 
2007, Vol. 55, No. 4, pp. 681 - 698; MANNOVÁ, Elena. Zmeny vo vedom  
slovenskej spolo nosti za prvej svetovej vojny. In PODRIMAVSK , Milan – 
KOVÁ , Dušan (eds.). 

. Bratislava : Historick  ústav SAV 1999, pp. 199-
212; DUDEKOVÁ, Gabriela. Dvojse ná zbra . Vojnov  nadšenie, perzekúcie 
a probl m lojality Slovákov v prvej svetovej vojne. In IVANI KOVÁ, Edita a 
kol. 

. Bratislava : Historick  ústav SAV, 2011, 
pp. 243- 268; DUDEKOVÁ, Vojenská cenzúra korešpondencie. Nieko ko 
úvah o vz ahu armády a spolo nosti za prvej svetovej vojny. In SEGEŠ, 
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whereas the Hungarian historiography, which is more advanced in 
the area of social history, is lacking the social history of the First 
World War.3 Here, I see an opportunity for a correction of traditional 
interpretations both for the Slovak and Hungarian historiography and 
a chance for bringing opinions closer together.

Wrongdoings during and after WWII

After World War I, the Slovaks and Hungarians became competing 
neighbors in two different national states. The main stress tension 
was Hungarian effort to revise borders of the new states. This attempt 
was partly satis ed under the in uence of power of Hitler’s Germany 

Vladim r – SE OVÁ, Bo ena (ed.). 
. Bratislava : Vojensk  

historick  ústav 2007, pp. 125-135; JAKEŠOVÁ, Elena – DUDEKOVÁ, 
Gabriela –MANNOVÁ, Elena. Spolo nos : kultúrny a spolo ensk  ivot. 
In KOVÁ , Dušan a kol. Prvá svetová vojna 1914-1918. Ed. Slovensko v 
20. storo , druh  zv zok. Bratislava : VEDA 2008, pp. 161-230; VÖRÖS, 
László. Slováci: “najvlasteneckejš  Uhri” alebo “slobodn  národ”? Sociálne 
reprezentácie Slovákov v ma arskej tla i v rokoch 1914 – 1918. In VÖRÖS, 
László. 

. Pisa : Plus-Pisa University Press, 2010, pp. 125-154; 
DUDEKOVÁ, Gabriela. Vojnov  nadšenie alebo odpor? Reakcie na vypuknutie 
I. svetovej vojny. In , Vol. 25, 2014, No. 7, pp. 24-30.

3 In all editions of synthesis on the social history of Hungary, the period of the 
First World War is absent: GYÁNI, Gábor – KÖV R, Gy rgy. Magyarország 
társadalomt rt nete a reformkortól a második világháborúig. Budapest : Osiris 
kiadó, 2006. Several particular studies on loyalty were written by Szabó 
Dániel, see: SZABÓ, Dániel. A magyar háborús lelkesed s az els  világháború 
kit r sekor. In . Zalâu – 
Sâtmârean, 1998, pp. 75-88; SZABÓ, Dániel. Magyarország nem volt, hanem 
lesz. Háborús lelkesed s a populáris sz niel adások t kr ben. In SZABÓ, 
Dániel (ed.). Az els  világháború. Budapest : Osiris Kiadó, 2009, pp. 727–739; 
SZABÓ, Dániel. Katonadalok s az els  világháború. In Aetas, Vol. 22, 2007, 
No. 1, pp. 44-62; SZABÓ, Dániel. Hogyan fogadták a magyarok az els  
világháborút? In Eml kez s egy nyár- jszakára. In 

, 4. Sept. 2014, online: http://tiszatajonline.hu/?p 60827
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in November 1938 (Vienna Arbitration). It is natural, that the border 
change was perceived in a conflicting way: from the viewpoint of 
Hungarians, this served as a satisfaction for a part of the lost land 
after WWI. On the contrary, Slovaks viewed it as an unacceptable and 
temporary occupation. On the Slovak side, this experience shaped 
into a permanent concern that Hungary has territorial demands in 
southern Slovakia. On the other hand, Hungarians feel injustice – 
for repeated loss of territories and wrongdoings during the forced 
displacement of Hungarians on the basis of collective guilt after the 
Second World War. Wrongdoings from this period are still alive in 
the family memories of Slovaks and Hungarians on both sides of the 
state border. Experiences and wrongdoings from the period after the 
arbitrage are still vivid in personal testimonies of Slovaks and in their 
family memory; for Hungarians, it is the forced displacement from 
Czechoslovakia after the Second World War. Several of these topics 
were tabooed or misinterpreted during the communist dictatorship. 

Nationalization of historiography after 1989

After the fall of the socialist state regime in 1989, two trends 
characterized the Slovak and Hungarian historiography. First, 
undoubtedly a positive trend, was an effort for an objective 
interpretation of the past, freed from the deformations of Marxist 
ideology. However, nationalization of history reemerged as a trend 
at the same time. Comparisons of historiographies of post-socialist 
countries showed that not even mandatory application of Marxist 
theses about class oppression and internationalism eliminated 
certain nationalisms.4 Application of Marxism in so-called socialist 
countries did not mean an end of national narratives. Instead, each 
historiography integrated the prescribed Marxist constructs into 

4 IVANIŠEVI , A. - KAPPELER, A. - LUKAN, W. - SUPPAN, A. 
(eds.). 

. Wien – Frankfurt – Berlin –Bern - Oxford 
2002 (Österreichische Osthefte, Sonderband 16).
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its existing nationalist narrative. After the fall of communism, the 
freedom and plurality of opinions brought also a return of extremist 
nationalist sentiments from the pre-communist period. In Slovakia, 
these were advocates for the regime of the independent Slovak 
Republic, which was formed in 1939 (14. March) as a by-product of 
Hitler’s Germany’s expansion eastward. The regime lost its credibility 
not only by collaborating with Fascism, but also by its non-democratic 
persecutions against its own citizens, especially the Holocaust. 
 Historical interpretations are significantly influenced by 
politicians depending on the political situation at the time. Tension in 
the Slovak-Hungarian relationship materializes when public interest is 
focused on the status of the minority in the neighboring state, i.e. the 
Hungarian minority in Slovakia and the Slovak minority in Hungary.
 After the creation of the Slovak Republic in 1993, the 
government was interested in building a national state of the 
Slovaks, strengthened by the historical narrative about the route 
to independence. This led to further nationalization of not only 
amateur but also scholarly history writing and even to clashes 
between historians and historical departments. In Hungary, the old 
revisionists’ resentments are present in the public discourse. Several 
organizations with the support of Government aim for the so called 
historical Hungary with borders from before 1918 and 1920. In 2010, 
the Hungarian parliament codi ed the so called Trianon Law, which 
means the official interpretation of the historical event defined by 
politics, not by the autonomous history experts.

A Common dialogue

Despite political controversies and nationalist history interpretations 
in Hungary and Slovakia, several initiatives toward a common 
dialogue emerged in the last two decades. They should serve to 
discuss the problems of shared history and to create a useful social 
platform. Cooperation on an academic basis was developed mainly 
by the bilateral Slovak-Hungarian committee of historians since 
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1993, which coordinated a couple of research projects, conferences 
and publications.5 Both leaders of this committee – Prof. Šutaj and 
Dr. Szarka are the best experts to summarize the results of such the 
cooperation. Key initiatives were also created by the members of the 
young historian generation.
 But, the call for Slovak – Hungarian discussion about common 
history was published already in 1991 by Slovak Historian Július 
M sároš, who was persecuted during the “normalization” period of 
communism and who was a specialist on the history of the Kingdom 
of Hungary in the 19th century. As a starting point of a common 
dialogue, he proposed to start a discussion about the results of the 
newest Hungarian and Slovak synthesis of history. 
 According to his evaluation, Slovak conception abandoned the 
myth of the thousand year oppression of Slovaks in the Kingdom of 
Hungary and the stereotype of Magyars as the enemies of Slovaks. 
It disproved “a general opinion that Hungarians, as a supposed 
ruling nation in the Hungarian state are our age-long oppressors 
and bitter enemies.” In the Hungarian historical syntheses, M sároš 
recognized a higher objectivity compared to older historiography. 
However, he criticized that Hungarian historians identify the history 
of the Kingdom of Hungary with the history of the Hungarian nation, 
although this monarchy was a multinational state.6 In this context, he 
pointed to another controversial issue – the terminology, speci cally 
the name of the state, which still remains controversial.

5 More on the activities of the Slovak-Hungarian commitee of historians 
see: ŠUTAJ, Štefan. Slovak and Hungarian history – Common, different, and 
con icting Histories. In ŠUTAJ, Štefan. Key issues of Slovak and Hungarian 
History. (A View of Slovak Historians). Prešov : Universum, 2011, pp. 8-13.

6 M SÁROŠ, Július. Deformácie vo vedom  slovenskej a ma arskej národnej 
pospolitosti o spolo n ch dejinách a ich zdroje. In Historick  asopis, 39, 1991, 
. 3, s. 316-322. Reprint in: M SÁROŠ, Július. 

. Bratislava : Veda 2004, pp. 189-195, here p. 191.
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Controversies in terminology

Hungarian historiography uses the term  
for the history since medieval times to these days; whereas Slovak 
and some other historiographies use a special term for the Kingdom 
of Hungary until 1918 – . By contrast to Hungarian, they use 
the name  for the Hungarian 
national state after 1918 only. For the same reason, the use of 
adjectives describing government institutions before and after 1918 
is controversial. While Hungarian historiography labels, for example, 
the parliament before and after 1918 with the same ethnic association 
“ ” – magyar,  Slovak historiography calls it “ ” 
only after 1918. Before 1918, it is the “ ” parliament referring 
to state territory, which would be analogous to the Hungarian term 
“ ” or the German term “ungarnländische”. However, 
the English translation is more problematic. Several specialists on 
the history of the Kingdom of Hungary distinguish the period before 
and after 1918 in English as Hungarian and Magyar to differentiate 
between a territorial-state and an ethnic name. Similarly in German, 
they differ ungarische/ungarnländische (in territorial-state sense) 
from magyarische (ethnic). The problem is that this does not happen 
consistently and the terms are frequently used as synonyms. For the 
country before and after 1918, the majority of English and German 
literature contains terms Hungary, Ungarn, even though an adequate 
translation of the word  before 1918 would be the Kingdom 

.

Neutral terms?

Hungarian historians argue that the term  for 
the Kingdom of Hungary from the Middle Ages until the present is 
justi ed, because it represents the continuity of the Magyar national 
state. On the other hand, they criticize Slovak historiography for 
using the term  before 1918, because the territory 
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of today’s Slovakia was only one of the regions of the Kingdom of 
Hungary. Even now, a part of the literature uses the term 
Upper region for Slovakia, which has been the name of the region 
within the Kingdom of Hungary with a dominant Slovak population 
until 1918. While Slovaks consider the term  degrading and 
disrespectful of the current state borders,7 according to the young 
Hungarian historian István Kollai, Hungarian society perceives it 
as a neutral name of the territory before and after 1918, including 
present. However, he rejects the term , while Slovak 
historians consider this term to be the neutral one. Kollai suggested 
as a compromise solution to use a “politically correct label” – the 
term  and instead of 
the name  before 1918, to use the term 

.8 As a helpful step from the Hungarian side, Kollai 
suggested replacing the term  by the term  or the 
literary label .9

7 For an explanation of the negative attitude of Slovaks to this term see: 
MARSINA, Richard. K problematike slovenskej historickej terminológie. In 
Verbum historiae I, Prešov 2009, pp. 39-43, here pp.41-42; ANDRUŠKA, Peter. 
Otázky názvoslovia v ka dodennom jazykovom prejave (a niektor  alšie 
probl my s nimi súvisiace.) In BARNA, Ábrahám (ed.). 

. Pil šska aba; Ostrihom, Katol cka 
Univerzita Petra Pázmánya Filzofická fakulta; stav slavistiky – strednej 
Európy; V skumná skupina strednej Európy Sv t ho Vojtecha, 2008, Ed cia 
Pons Strigoniensis IX, pp. 34-37, here p. 37.

8 KOLLAI, István.  O vz ahu ma arsk ho a slovensk ho verejn ho myslenia. 
In KOLLAI, István (ed.). 

. Budapest : Terra Recognita, 2008. Fultext: http://madari.sk/
publikacie/o-vztahu-madarskeho-a-slovenskeho-verejneho-myslenia-1-cast

9 On controversies in using different geogra cal terms (including Carpathian 
Basin) with connections to teaching history in schools, see: HALÁSZ, Ivan. 
Historick  dedi stvo strednej Európy. Probl m rozdielnosti priestorovej 
perspekt vy pri v uke post-uhorsk ch – ma arsk ch a slovensk ch – dej n. In 

 (Praha, Univerzita Karlova), 2, 2010, No. 2 
pp. 69-76. 
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 Here, one can see that the differences in terminology are 
rooted in different national narratives and that each side insists on a 
consistent application of their own ethnocentric concept. Because of 
this, Slovak historian Peter Macho suggested “to analyze the term 
dichotomy  in context of the Slovak-Hungarian 
relationships in comparison with the similar pair 
böhmisch in context of the Czecho-German relationships.” Macho 
emphasized that the problem of dealing with these controversial terms 
is not purely terminological, it is a social construct in the process of 
forming the modern national identity.10

 The argumentation of using examples of terminology applied in 
19th and 20th centuries is not decisive, because it can be used on each 
side. Such an example is used by István Kollai, when he argues, that 
Slovaks also did not use the term  only in the transnational 
sense.11

 It is well documented, that since the late 18th century in Slovak 
language and literature the differentiation between the name of the 
territory ( ), the territorial identity (Uhor) and ethnic identity 
of magyars (Magyar) were present. While this differentiation was 
used simultaneously until the rst decades of the 19th century, it was 
applied consequently since 1840.12 As proof of the differentiation 
between the terms  in English, we could use 
examples not only from the publication of Robert Seton-Watson from 
1908, who some Hungarian politics accused of being tendencious,13 

but also of Hungarian scholar and politician Oszkár Jászi in The 

10 MACHO, Peter.  Poznámky k v skumu kolekt vnych ident t v 19. a 20. 
storo  na Slovensku. In , 52, 2004, No. 2, pp. 362-363.

11 As an example he uses the name of the dictionary from Anton Bernolák 
“Slovár Slovensk , esko-Latinsko-Nemecko-Uhersk ” z roku 1825 – 1827.  
See KOLLAI, p. 19.

12 MAJTÁN, Milan. Slová Uhor a Ma ar v staršej sloven ine. In BARNA (ed.). 
, pp. 41-46. and: In igo, P.; Majtán, 

M. (ed.): . Veda, Bratislava 2003. pp. 137-144.
13 Scotus Viator Robert Wiliam Seton-Watson . Racial problems in Hungary. 

London 1908, reprint 2012.
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 published in the USA in 1929.14

Searching for compromises

A terminological compromise was accomplished by an initiative 
of young Hungarian and Slovak historians in their publications in 
Hungarian language called  in 2006. The authors 
abandoned the term  as well as the term  before 
1918; this was replaced by the term  (

). They translated the Slovak 
term  into Hungarian as , but as an equivalent 
for the Slovak adjective , they use .15

 In the introduction to another volume searching for common 
dialogue and compromise in the Slovak – Hungarian terminological 
controversy, Ábrahám Barna not only claims that there are differences 
in terminology, which often contain qualitative judgments, but 
also that these differences are a major obstacle in a dialogue and a 
common understanding between Slovaks and Hungarians. According 
to Barna, “These problems could certainly be solved through 
professional discussions, but the very paradigm, i.e. coordinated 
systems of these two historical experiences, are so different in their 
elementary concepts, that they are not means of understanding, but 
rather obstacles to a deeper dialogue. Therefore, the endless con ict 
of opinions does not stem from the confrontation among those who 
discuss or their national preconceptions, but rather in a linguistic 
re ection of contrasting nation-forming processes which have taken 
two hundred years.”16

14 JÁSZI, Oscar. . Chicago & 
London : The University of Chicago Press, 1929, Third Edition, 1964.

15 A Sic Itur ad Astra szerkeszt s ge/Redakcia Sic Itur ad Astry: Lectori salutem  
In , XVIII, 2006/3-4, pp. 5-7.

16 BARNA, Ábrahám. El szó. In BARNA, Ábrahám (ed.). 
. Piliscsaba – Esztergom, Pázmány P ter Katolikus 

Egyetem; B lcs szettudományi Kar; Szlavisztika – K z p-Európa Int zet; 
Szent Adalbert K z p-Európa Kutatócsoport, 2008, pp. 7-9, quotation p. 8.
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 In this volume, some Hungarian experts on the Slovak-Hungarian 
relationship and the history of nation-building process argue, that it 
is necessary to distinguish – at least in scholarly literature – between 
Hungary before and after 1918 and to use proper terminology. 
László N. Szelestei explains the reason for the difference in Slovak 
terminology ( )17 and suggests to prefer equivalent to 
Slovak  in Hungarian as 

. He mentions, that this practice has been applied by several 
scholars in Hungary. There are also controversies about which form 
of other territorial names connected to a common Slovak-Hungarian 
past (i.d. names of cities, villages, rivers) to use, whether in their 
contemporary Slovak or Hungarian form or in its historical original 
form.18

 While there is some achievement in the congenial terminology, 
the differences in interpretations of history mentioned above failed 
to be eliminated. A part of the history writings in Slovakia and 
Hungary still see their common past as a list of wrongdoings and 
identify themselves in the victim’s position. Certain examples 
of these wrongdoings are not only used by national extremists 
but by professional politicians. For example, the memorial tablet 
in Bratislava became controversial because of the way how it 
commemorates the Magyarisation of Slovak children in the Kingdom 
of Hungary. According to the inscription, Slovak children were 

17 According  Szelestei in Hungarian part of bilingual volume: “A 
magyarországi szó a Hungarusnak megfelel en a mindenkori ter leti elvet veszi 

gyelembe; a magyar els dleges jelent se nyelvi, faji.”( SZELESTEI, László N.  
. K z s múltunk s a magyar 

nyelv. In  BARNA (ed.). , pp. 50-54, 
quotation p. 51); in translation to Slovak in the the same volume: “K m pojem 

 zodpovedá slovu Hungarus a vyjadruje teritoriálne 
chápane spolo enstva, tak v znam pojmu  odkazuje na 
jazyk a etnikum.” SZELESTEI, László N.  

. Naša spolo ná minulos  a ma ar ina. In BARNA (ed.). 
, pp. 47-52, quotation p. 48.

18 More see in: ANDRUŠKA, p. 36.
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deported to Hungarian territory and purposively denationalized: “In 
commemoration of 1462 children from Nitra and Tren n counties 
and further tens of thousands of Slovak children deported to the 
Hungarian territory and purposively denationalized in the second 
half of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th century.”19 The tablet 
recalls the negative attitude to the minority politics of the Kingdom 
of Hungary prior to 1918, but not in an adequate way, and despite 
critical evaluation of such politics both from Slovak and Hungarian 
historiography. Even though the topic was researched in the 
monograph of László Szarka about minority politics in the Kingdom 
of Hungary (1999),20 it is an issue worth deeper analysis. Moreover, 
the memorial tablet is placed just in front of a Holocaust memorial in 
Bratislava, so the term “deportation” is automatically associated with 
the deportation of Jewish people in the Holocaust. This particular 
issue should be more analyzed from both the Slovak and Hungarian 
side and corrected so that it cannot further be manipulated politically.
 Limitations are also present in other controversial topics and 
affairs, however they are perceived differently even within its own 
historiography. What evokes controversy and disapproval from the 
Hungarian side is largely the way of writing names of individuals and 
geographic names in Slovak literature.21 According to the present rules 
of Slovak grammar, which are compulsory for authors and publishers 
in Slovakia, historical names of individuals who operated on Slovak 
territory until 1918 must be Slovakized, or more precisely, changed 

19 The memorial tablet is placed on the building of Bibiana, a state cultural 
institution for children. Bibiana declares itself as an “International House of Art 
for Children”. See: http://www.bibiana.sk/index.php?id 1&L 2

20 SZARKA, László. 
. 

Bratislava : Kalligram – A Magyar k ztársaság Kulturális Int zete, 1999, pp. 
229-230.

21 To this problem see for example: ANDRUŠKA, p. 36; KÓNYA, Peter. 
K niektor m probl mom slovenskej historickej terminológie obdobia ran ho 
novoveku. In BARNA (ed.). , pp. 
29 - 33.
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into their Slovak transcription. The problem is, these current rules are 
not set clearly enough, so their consistent application is not possible. 
Because of this, several Slovak historians employs a principle of 
original transcription, i.e. writing names from the Kingdom of 
Hungary in their original, historical form, which can be seen in 
sources from a given time period. Such Slovakization of Hungarian 
names until 1918, remains a major issue in Slovakia, which many 
Slovak historians do not accept. However, they are forced to use 
Slovakized forms of names by the publishing houses, because this 
praxis is a norm in the Slovak standard grammar rules. 
 Still, the most controversial issue remains the interpretation 
of the break-up of the Kingdom of Hungary and Trianon. On 
the Slovak side, historian Roman Holec, who always resolutely 
supported Slovak-Hungarian cooperation, pointed out the problem 
in a provocative article published in .22 He reacted 
to the unmistakable politicization, which developed into a law about 
the interpretation of Trianon in Hungary. The attempt at a common 
interpretation of the Trianon problem from the Slovak and the 
Hungarian side was ended by an editor of the shared publication with 
this conclusion: Our analyses show that these are parallel narratives, 
which display minimum common points. The authors did not agree 
whether this can be changed.23 About the search for compromise, Prof. 
Šutaj and Dr. Szarka, the editors of the common Slovak-Hungarian 
history texts, can give their expert opinions.24 Even conferences and 
publications within the framework of the Japanese project “Road to 

22 HOLEC, Roman. Trianonsk  rituály alebo úvahy nad niektor mi javmi v 
ma arskej historiogra i. In , Vol. 58, 2010, No. 2, pp. 291-
312. In english: HOLEC, Roman. Trianon rituals or considerations of some 
features of Hungarian historiography. In , 
Vol. 56, 2011, Supplement,  pp. 25-48, online: http://www.historickycasopis.sk/
pdf/HCsupplement2011.pdf

23 MICHELA, Miroslav. Záver. In MICHELA, Miroslav – VÖRÖS, László 
a kol. 

. Bratislava : Historick  ústav SAV, 2013, p. 307.
24 Š. Šutaj it already has done, see: ŠUTAJ.
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a Multidimensional Ethnic Symbiosis” likely has a common goal – 
to motivate a discussion and consider the current situation. In many 
aspects, common discussion and certain compromises are made 
in history writings about a common Slovak-Hungarian past. The 
scienti c exchange is able to be without emotions and prejudices, but 
it is regularly interrupted by politicization of the bilateral relationship.
 
 As a conclusion, let me go back to the question which I 
posed at the beginning of my paper. Is the past of nations spent 
in a common state shared? Is it split? Is it possible to reconcile 
different controversial views? My answer as a historian, who is not 
focused primarily on political history, is clear: while history exists 
in a form of a national narrative, conflicting interpretations will 
dominate; and individual national narratives will exist as parallel, 
regularly competing explanations. Until then will the initiators and 
the “emissaries of reconciliation” be unacceptable for both sides. 
However, it is not enough to abandon the ethnocentric approach; the 
position of dominance and political as well cultural superiority is also 
supported by the concept of political history. 
 A solution would also be: 1. to investigate not only the period of 
nationalism, but the pre-nationalism, without use of the argumentation 
and terminology applied in the nationalist period (explaining instead 
of using it is crucial); and 2. to study the situation in the Kingdom 
of Hungary from the perspective of social and cultural history. Some 
Hungarian and Slovak historians have already called for a social 
history without prejudices. The search for a bilateral understanding 
requires respect and knowledge of both cultural contexts, but also 
a self-critical viewpoint. Moreover, a favorable political climate is 
required. The most important factor is the politics of remembering, 
including historiography. While we start from different starting 
points and aim for different goals, our past will remain controversial.


